Monday Briefing
6th June 2022

Introduction

•
•
•
•

We are producing regular Monday briefings which round up and summarise the advice and guidance issued
by DfE and Public Health in relation to COVID-19 and more broadly
The aim is to make communication manageable and clear, helping school leaders and governors to filter
relevant information efficiently and effectively
In this briefing you will find a round-up of all the latest advice and guidance so you can feel confident you
have all the updates since the last briefing (23.05.22)
There are typically three sections to this briefing as relevant, covering:
• National guidance and information
• Public health (where relevant)
• Useful resources

James.page@haringeyeducationpartnership.co.uk
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National guidance
updates
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Implementing school system reform
in 2022 to 2023

Download Full Summary here
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School-led tutoring grant

DfE – School-led tutoring grant – Guidance – updated 26.05.22
Updated ‘School-led tutoring for looked-after children:
guidance for local authorities and virtual school heads’ with
information about increased May 2022 allocations, optional
summer provision and year-end statement deadlines.

Optional summer provision

Funding allocations

For more information on summer provision that can be offered via
Tuition Partners and Academic Mentors, use the FAQs on the NTP
website:
• Tuition Partners: FAQs
• Academic Mentors: FAQs

In the April or May payment, local authorities and virtual school heads will
receive extra funding. This means that funding will be provided for an
additional 16% of pupils, for a total of around 76% of pupils eligible for PP.
• Allocations broken down by local authority are in the SLT allocations.
Allocations are calculated on the basis that:
• for the academic year 2021 to 2022, the grant provided has been
calculated to cover 75% of the cost of tuition, based on an average cost
of £18 per hour and a pupil receiving a package of 15 hours of tuition,
totalling £202.50 per pupil
• from the average cost of £18 per hour, per pupil, we will provide a
maximum of £13.50 for tutoring and the VSHs will be required to
contribute the remaining £4.50 from their pupil premium plus funding
• VSHs can offer provision at a lower rate than £18, in which case we will
fund 75% of that cost or, if needed, at a higher unit rate than £18 but
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they will need to cover the costs beyond £13.50

Local authorities and VSHs can choose to offer tutoring provision
via all 3 routes of the NTP over the summer holidays, allowing more
pupils to benefit from targeted support.

Year-end statement deadlines
In June 2022, ESFA will release the school-led tutoring year-end
statement, and all local authorities (via their VSHs) will be expected
to complete and return the statement detailing how much tuition has
been delivered for LAC pupils in relation to the SLT grant provided.
This is a mandatory return.
For a list of items to help VSHs prepare, look here.

National tutoring programme (NTP)

DfE – National tutoring programme (NTP) – Guidance – updated 26.05.22
Updated with information for schools on how to place orders
for tuition prior to September and where to get information on
funding allocations.
State-funded schools and academy trusts have the option to deliver tutoring
through three options:
Tuition Partners
Schools can access subsidised tutoring from an approved list of tutoring
providers known as Tuition Partners (TPs).
• Find out how to apply for tuition partners.
Academic Mentors
Academic Mentors (AMs) are salaried members of staff who work alongside
teachers to provide a range of interventions, focusing on small group and
one-to-one sessions.
• Find out how to apply for academic mentors.
School-Led Tutoring
The school-led tutoring grant allows eligible schools to fund locally sourced
tutoring provision.
• Find out more about school-led tutoring grants.
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NTP in the 2022 to 2023 academic year
On 31 March 2022, the Department for Education (DfE)
announced plans to simplify the NTP for academic year
2022 to 2023 to ensure high quality tuition reaches pupils
who need it the most and to streamline the process for
schools. This means:
• all schools will receive their tuition funding directly
• all tuition options will have the same 60% subsidy rate

To assist forward planning and to avoid disruption to pupils:
• schools currently using approved NTP tuition partners will
be able to continue working with them in 2022 to 2023
• schools with AMs on their staff can continue to employ
them in 2022 to 2023
• schools can continue to recruit AMs – both through the
delivery partner and via headteacher nominations

T Level Transition Programme
research and Technical education
learner survey
DfE – Research on early delivery of the T Level Transition Programme – Research & analysis – published 26.05.22
Key
findings:
Report on the first year of the programme, including preparation,
• Providers were highly engaged in preparations and
teaching and what students thought. Read the full version here.
The T Level Transition Programme is a new type of 16 to 19 study programme,
specifically designed to develop the skills, experience, knowledge and
behaviours to support progression onto, and success on, a T Level.
Programme’s 5 key components:
• Diagnostic and guidance period – to assess students’ capability and
support needs in order to tailor their T Level Transition Programme to
address these needs
• English and maths - students without at least a GCSE grade 4 in English
and/or maths are required to continue studying these.
• Work experience and preparation - to develop the skills, behaviours,
attitudes and confidence for students to complete the T Level placement
• Introductory technical skills – to prepare students for the T Level route they
wish to progress to. Two routes: a) an existing level 2 technical qualification
or b) non-qualification-based delivery of introductory technical content
• Pastoral support and personal development - to address barriers to
education, support emotional and/or mental health difficulties, and support
the development of study skills, and reflective and resilience skills
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•

•

delivery and generally delivered Transition Programmes
which were well received by students.
Providers took two main approaches in integrating
Transition Programmes in level 2 provision.
Transition Programme delivery benefitted when it was
delivered with close links with T Levels.

Technical education learner survey – published 26.05.22
Findings from a survey of T Level and T Level transition
programme learners conducted in the summer of 2021.
The findings from the first cohort of learners on the TLTP and T
Levels suggest that learners have had a largely positive experience.
Learners generally reported high levels of satisfaction overall and
with different course elements, including the industry placements
where they were undertaken. However, the pandemic undoubtedly
created challenges for the way that courses were delivered, limiting
the amount of in-person teaching. This lack of in-person teaching
was identified as the main barrier to learning, and was associated
with lower satisfaction.

Attendance

DfE – Attendance in education and early years settings during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic: 23
March 2020 to 26 May 2022 – Official Statistics – updated 31.05.22
Open Rates
Over 99.9% all state-funded schools were open on 26 May
2022, same on 12 May.

From 21 April 2022, attendance figures for state-funded secondary schools,
state-funded special schools and state-funded alternative provision have
been adjusted to exclude year 11-13 pupils who are not in attendance
because they are off-site for study leave, visits to education providers or
other arranged activities out of school.
Attendance numbers are published for vulnerable children and pupils
eligible for FSM but attendance as a proportion of total is omitted, except for
state-funded primary schools who are unaffected by the adjustment. Data
for state-funded primary schools will be published as before.
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Pupil on site attendance
Attendance in all state-funded schools was adjusted to
exclude year 11-13 pupils who are not in attendance
because they are off-site for approved purposes was 89.6%
on 26 May, down from 91.9% on 12 May.
Workforce absence
We estimate that 5.7% of teachers and school leaders were
absent for any reason from open schools on 26 May, up
from 5.3% on 12 May.
We estimate that 5.3% of teaching assistants and other
staff were absent for any reason from open schools on 26
May, up from 4.9% on 12 May.

Pupil absence in schools in England:
autumn term 2021
DfE – Pupil absence in schools in England: autumn term 2021 – Research & analysis – published 26.05.22
Absence statistics on the levels of overall, authorised and unauthorised absence in state-funded schools.
More pupils were in school in autumn term 2021
• When combining absence with not attending due to COVID circumstances, we see a decrease from a combined rate of 11.7% in autumn 2020
to 8.5% in autumn 2021. This means a higher rate of pupils in attendance in schools in autumn 2021 compared to the previous autumn. See
chart in ‘Not attending in circumstances related to coronavirus’ section.
Absence rates have increased in Autumn 2021
• 6.9% of possible sessions were recorded as absence in autumn term 2021/22, having been consistently below 5% in recent years. The majority
of the increase in absence was due to illness, with accounted for 4.4% of possible sessions, an increase from 2.5% in autumn 2020. Illness
includes where positive COVID-19 cases were reported.
• 23.5% of pupils were persistently absent in the autumn term 2021 (i.e. missed 10% or more sessions). Again, this has been driven by illness
(including positive COVID cases), with 14.0% of all pupils missing 10% or more sessions due to illness alone.
Not attending due to COVID circumstances decreased to 1.6%, the lowest level since the pandemic began
• Not attending due to COVID circumstances decreased to 1.6% in autumn 2021. This was 7.0% in the previous autumn, and 21.3% for the
2020/21 academic year in full. This decrease is driven by the change in requirements for close contacts to isolate. In previous terms this code
was used where pupils were advised to shield, were quarantining after returning from abroad, or were in class bubbles advised to isolate. In
these circumstances schools are expected to provide remote education. For the autumn term 2021, this category should mostly have been
used to record where a pupil was absent from school with symptoms of COVID-19 whilst awaiting the results of a test. Where a pupil was not
attending in these circumstances, schools were expected to provide immediate access to remote education.
• 4.0% of pupils had 10% or more sessions recorded as not attending due to COVID circumstances in the autumn term 2021, compared to 31.0%
in autumn 2020
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Ofsted

Supporting secondary school pupils who are
behind with reading

Recent Posts
• Supporting secondary school pupils who are behind with
reading
• Three free Ofsted webinars for school leaders and staff:
register to join

• New inspection framework for lead providers of the early
career framework and national professional
qualifications

• What to expect on a primary deep dive – some guidance
for subject leaders
• Curriculum: keeping it simple
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Round up of the rest

DfE – National Tutoring Programme: courses started and schools participating up to May 2022 – Official Statistics –
published 26.05.22
• Details of how many tutoring courses pupils have started since the national tutoring programme began in 2020, and what
proportion of schools are participating in the 2021 to 2022 academic year.
DfE – Recovery premium funding – Guidance – updated 26.05.22
• Change: Page updated with indicative funding rates for 2022 to 2023.
DfE – Join the Mandarin Excellence Programme – Guidance – updated 26.05.22
• Change: Added a link to the Mandarin Excellence Programme independent evaluation report.
DHSC – SEND review: right support, right place, right time – Open consultation – updated 26.05.22
• Change: Added exec summary video to ‘SEND review: right support, right place, right time – British Sign Language version’

DfE – Senior mental health lead training – Guidance – Updated 31.05.22
• Change: Updated the list of DfE assured senior mental health lead training courses.
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Round up of the rest

DfE – Early years experts and mentors programme – Guidance – published 23.05.22
• Info on the DfE early years COVID-19 recovery programme which offers leadership support, coaching and mentoring.
DfE – Key stage 4 performance 2019 (revised) – National statistics – updated 24.05.22
• Change: Updated the ‘KS4 urban/rural school location’ data in the ‘Pupil residency and school location data’ document.
This now includes the same breakdowns for England as for each English region.
DfE – National professional qualifications (NPQs) reforms – Guidance – updated 26.05.22
• Change: Now reflects changes to NPQs; added spreadsheet of 16-19 organisations eligible for targeted support funding.
DfE – Statistics: pupil absence – Collection – updated 26.05.22
• Change: Added ‘Pupil absence in schools in England: autumn term 2021’.
DfE – A level and other 16 to 18 results: 2021 (provisional) – National statistics – updated 26.05.22
• Change: Added the retention measure to the A level and other 16 to 18 results: 2021 (provisional) publication.
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DfE – Teacher training to ensure excellent teachers in every classroom – Press release – published 26.05.22
• Teacher training qualifications to be free for the next two academic years to upskill teachers across the country.

ECF Round up

DfE – Early career framework induction evaluation – research & analysis – published 26.05.22
• Interim research report of the findings from the baseline ECF surveys with teachers at the start of their careers, conducted
in December 2021 and January 2022.
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Ofsted Newsletter

OfstedNews – Our free monthly newsletter

Issue 112 | May 2022

Speeches, blogs and videos
Social care blog post: Foster Care Fortnight – 9 to 22 May 2022

Schools
Management information: Non-association independent schools
inspections and outcomes – As at 31 March 2022.
Management information: Unregistered schools – 1 January 2016 to 31
March 2022.
Management information: State-funded school inspections and
outcomes – As at 30 April 2022.
Updated page: School inspection data summary report (IDSR) guide
Management information: Ofsted Parent View – As at 4 April 2022.

Research
Report: Research review series: computing
Report: Research review series: English

Further education and skills
Management information: Further education and skills inspections and
outcomes – As at 30 April 2022.

Policy updates and statistics
Select 'see all updates' on any updated GOV.UK page for details on what
has changed.

Early years and childcare
Updated page: Childminder agencies: registration and suitability
Transparency data: Consented addresses for childminders and domestic
childcare

General
Report: Review of Ofsted’s statistical publications
Updated page: Ofsted pen portraits of Her Majesty's Inspectors
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Transparency data: Ofsted Inspectors: lists

Initial teacher education (ITE)
Management information: ITE inspections and outcomes: management
information – 30 April 2022.

Latest news and consultations
Press release: Computing education essential in technologically diverse
world
News story: English 'fundamental' to pupils' educational success

In the news…
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Public Health
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Public health briefing
REMINDER: Carbon dioxide (CO2) monitors
Since September 2021, CO2 monitors should have been provided to all state-funded
schools to reduce the transmission of Covid. The monitors enable staff to quickly identify
areas with poor ventilation. Below is a reminder of how to use the monitors.
You should have received roughly one monitor for every two teaching rooms. Please let
us know if you don’t have enough CO2 monitors.
KEY POINTS
- Rotate these around to different classrooms/areas on a regular basis
- Take action when a monitor reads levels above 800ppm

Monitor readings
• If the monitor records a consistent value under 800ppm (parts per million), it does not
require any action and implies that the space is well ventilated.
• A consistent value of over 800ppm should be seen as an early indicator to
improve ventilation in the area. This can be done by opening a window or a door,
although fire doors must remain closed.
• A consistent value of 1500ppm in an occupied space is an indicator of poor
ventilation. This will also be indicated by a red light on the CO2 monitor supplied by the
DfE. Schools should take action to improve ventilation where CO2 readings are
consistently higher than 1500ppm, although there is no need to stop utilising the area. •
Wait for five minutes to allow a reading to settle before taking any required action.
Where to use CO2 monitors
CO2 monitors are best suited to spaces which are densely occupied for one hour or
more. This includes classrooms, indoor play spaces and staff rooms. It is not
recommended for CO2 monitors to be used in areas that are unlikely to provide reliable
readings such as large open internal spaces and places with high ceilings (sports halls).
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Placement
When deciding where to place the CO2 monitors, schools should initially prioritise
spaces that constantly feel stuffy or have an unpleasant smell, as these are likely to
have poor ventilation, followed by rooms that have the highest occupation density
and that are used the most. CO2 monitors should be placed:
• At head height when individuals are seated.
• Away from ventilation outlets, such as grilles or windows.
• At least 0.5 metres away from occupants – placing the monitors closer than this
could result in inaccurate readings.
Rotation
Rooms should be monitored for one full day before moving the monitors to a different
location. If placed in a new room, the monitor may need to refresh a few times before
settling on a new reading. If the monitor readings show that rooms are consistently
well ventilated, there is no need to continue keeping them on the rota for monitoring
CO2 levels. Depending on the model, the monitors will refresh and show a new
reading any time from every few seconds to every 10 minutes.
Further information and who to contact if you have a query
For further guidance on using CO2 monitors, please see this DfE guide ‘How to’ Use
CO₂ monitors in education and childcare settings. Please note that as it was last
updated in December 2021, some of the links on slide 9 are no longer valid e.g.
Operational guidance, as will be indicated when you click on the link.
If schools have any issues regarding the delivery or quality of their monitors, they
should contact the supplier directly.
For any further queries about the monitors, schools can call the DfE helpline on 0370
000 2288.

Public health briefing

NEW: Updated NHS COVID-19 symptoms lists
The NHS COVID-19 symptoms in adults and symptoms in children have been
updated.
Symptoms of coronavirus (COVID-19) in adults and children can include:

• a high temperature or shivering (chills) – a high temperature means you feel hot to
touch on your chest or back (you do not need to measure your temperature)
• a new, continuous cough – this means coughing a lot for more than an hour, or 3 or
more coughing episodes in 24 hours
• a loss or change to your sense of smell or taste
• shortness of breath
• feeling tired or exhausted
• an aching body
• a headache
• a sore throat
• a blocked or runny nose
• loss of appetite
• diarrhoea
• feeling sick or being sick

NEW: New guidance following the Living with COVID announcement
Please note the following new guidance:
1. From 1 April, anyone with a positive COVID-19 test result will be advised to try to stay at home
and avoid contact with other people. (a) In adults this is for five days, (b) For children and young
people aged 18 and under, the advice will be three days.
N.B. Obviously as tests are no longer required, this guidance is only for those who happen to
have done a test that they bought privately, or that have remaining supplies. It is not a
requirement that people take them when they have symptoms.
2. When children and young people with symptoms should stay at home and when they can
return to education:
• As tests are no longer freely available, children and young people who are unwell and have a
high temperature should stay at home and avoid contact with other people. They can go back to
school, college or childcare when they no longer have a high temperature, and they are well
enough to attend.
• Children and young people with mild symptoms such as a runny nose, sore throat, or
slight cough, who are otherwise well, can continue to attend their education setting.
• Children and young people who usually attend an education or childcare setting and who live
with someone who has a positive COVID-19 test result should continue to attend as normal.

3. If a staff member has symptoms of a respiratory infection and has a high temperature or does
not feel well enough to go to work, they should try to stay at home and avoid contact with
other people, until they no longer have a high temperature or feel unwell. If they can work from
However, the guidance no longer states that people with these symptoms need to take home, they should try and do so.

a COVID-19 test, so this is for information only. Please see the section below on when 4. It is particularly important for unwell individuals to avoid close contact with anyone who is at
a child should stay off-school.
higher risk of becoming seriously unwell if they are infected with COVID-19 and other respiratory
infections, especially those whose who are immunocompromised.
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5. Further information can be found in the new UKHSA guidance for the general population on
People with symptoms of a respiratory infection including COVID-19 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
and in the “Respiratory infections, including coronavirus (COVID-19)” section of Chapter 3: public
health management of specific infectious diseases - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

Public health briefing
NEW: Outbreak management plans

Reminder: Hand hygiene and ventilation

Schools are no longer required to have a specific outbreak management plan.
However, COVID-19 should be considered alongside other infectious diseases and
wider possible incidents in the Emergency Plan for each setting. Please see the latest
DfE guidance for more information, this was updated this month to reflect the living
with COVID plan.

As we move to an approach where COVID is treated in a similar way to other
infections that circulate in schools, it remains really important for schools to have
measures in place that minimise spread of COVID and other infectious diseases.

NEW: Guidance on registering for free personal protective equipment (PPE)
Additional PPE in education and childcare settings will now only be needed when
performing aerosol generating procedures (AGPs). The UK Health Security Agency
(UKHSA) guidance has been updated and the list of what is considered an AGP has
changed. Settings will only need to access PPE in limited scenarios.
If individuals in your setting perform AGPs as described in the guidance, and need
additional PPE for this, please register on the Department of Health and Social Care
(DHSC) managed PPE portal. Once registered, you will be able to order PPE directly,
at no cost to your setting.
All SEND and children’s social care settings should already be registered for the
portal, so no action is required.
If you need any help with registration or have any other questions, please contact the
DHSC helpline on 0800 876 6802.
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Good ventilation and hand hygiene continue to be extremely important:
• All children and young people with respiratory symptoms should be encouraged to
cover their mouth and nose with a disposable tissue when coughing and/or
sneezing and to wash their hands after using or disposing of tissues.
• Please continue to use CO2 monitors and take action (open a window) if the level
of CO2 goes above 800ppm.
• If the weather permits it then try to maximise outdoor time, for example eating
lunch outdoors, taking some lessons outdoors if practical, etc.

Additional resources
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Youth Endowment Fund Survey

The Youth Endowment Survey of Young People
The Youth Endowment Fund is a charity that exists to reduce knife crime. The organisation is presently running a survey of teenage children’s
experience of violence. The purpose is to get a clearer picture of the way that violence impacts children. Why? Because it is too easy for those
with power and influence to not understand the lives of the children they are here to serve. This survey should help us do all we can to make sure
this problem cannot be ignored.
Who should complete the survey?
Age: 13-17 year olds. Children outside of these ages will not be able to complete the survey after they enter their date of birth.
Location: London. The link provided is not suitable for outside of London.
How do we distribute the survey?
Ideally students would be given a time to complete the survey in class and given the link. Alternatively, they would be emailed the link. The link to
the survey is here.
Some of the questions will ask young people about their individual experiences of crime and violence. This includes sexual assault, though no
explicit language or explanations are used. None of the questions are compulsory - the young person can refuse to answer the survey, as well as
skip or ‘prefer not to answer’ all questions except basic demographic information (age, gender, region) - for certain questions, they will be asked
explicitly whether they want to answer the question before they see the detail of it. All responses will be kept anonymous.
If you have a question please get in touch. The person to contact is madeline.rolfe@crestadvisory.com who is leading the survey on behalf of YEF.
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Disability Rights UK

DR UK seeks young people’s opinions on inclusion in schools
DR UK Education Policy Officer Bethany Bale is offering zoom drop-in sessions
during the second week of June for Disabled young people to share their views
and experiences on the current barriers to education and ways in which school
could be more inclusive. The feedback from these sessions will inform our
response to the Government Consultation on the SEND Green Paper.

If you have thoughts on how school, further education, or higher education
could be made more accessible for Disabled students, and what’s currently
making education inaccessible you can join us between 4.30 and 6pm on
Monday 6 June; 11.30am and 1pm on Wednesday 8 June, and between 5.30
and 7pm on Thursday 9 June.
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Email bethany.bale@disabilityrights.org with your name, age, preferred time,
and email address if you would like to attend. If none of the provided times work
and you’d still like to share your views, we may be able to arrange taking your
feedback via email or telephone at a different time.

Fully updated for 2022/23
including:
• Benefits for Disabled
people, those living with
health conditions, and
for carers, children and
young people
• How the system works,
how to claim and how
to challenge a decision
• Support for people in
education or work, not
in work, looking for
work or in retirement
• Getting and paying for
care and support
services

Sing Our Story
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Dancing Together Sharing Event
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Upcoming Training June 2022

To book please register on the HEP
website:
HEP Booking Hub with Haringey
Education Partnership - Bringing
Schools Together - HEP Booking Hub
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Defining and Embedding Inclusive
Behaviour Management Practice with
Tracey Campbell
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HEP Science Curriculum Training
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School Partnership Programme
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School Partnership Programme
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Windrush Day Celebration
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The Economist Educational Foundation

Set your summer term up for success! In collaboration
with The Economist podcast team, Topical Talk brings you
a brand-new special edition set of teaching resources.

The five-part, fully-resourced Project launches
on Wednesday June 1st and takes students on a journey
to explore the power that sound has for reporting the news.
At the end of the Project, students will have the knowledge
they need to create their own podcast about the world's
biggest news story: climate change.

The competition
Submit students' podcasts into our Standpoint
competition to be in with the chance of being selected
by The Economist's podcast team - and receive
personal feedback!
If your school uses the Student Hub, students can
create a post and upload their podcasts themselves. If
not, teachers can email podcasts
to: foundationteam@economist.com.
Entries must be sent before July 15th 2022. Winners
will be announced by July 20th.
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London Careers Festival

Quick links:
Booking page: BOOK – London Careers Festival
Website link: London Careers Festival

Festival schedule: About – London Careers Festival
Booking email sent to schools (can be shared): London Careers Festival 2022 Booking Open 💻
Programmes by age group: London Careers Festival 2022 - making a day of it
School visits fund: State schools in Greater London can apply to the Culture
Mile School visits fund for up to £300 towards their visit. Find details here:
Culture Mile School Visits Fund - Home

About London Careers Festival:
The London Careers Festival is a free annual summer event which seeks to
connect pupils from primary to post-16 with the world of work, fuelling
imaginations, developing skills, and inspiring futures. This year’s London
Careers Festival 2022 will take place over two weeks, with a virtual festival
from June 20-24 and an in-person event at the Guildhall from June 27 – July 1.
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Girls Football in Haringey

33

Walkthrus - training and workshops
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A Champion for Every Child: A case
study of one-to-one tutoring provision

The 815-pupil school, situated in a disadvantaged area of Portsmouth,
introduced the ACE programme in November 2021 with the aim of helping
Pupil Premium students to progress academically and improve their outcomes
and life chances.

ACE stands for A Champion for Every Child and offers one-to-one pastoral
tutoring to Pupil Premium pupils at 45 primary and secondary schools run by
the Kemnal Academies Trust (TKAT), a multi-academy trust in the south and
east of England.

A Champion for Every Child is a
pastoral tutoring programme that has
had a notable impact for thousands
of Pupil Premium pupils across the
Kemnal Academies Trust. Emma LeePotter finds out how it works in
practice at Miltoncross Academy.
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The programme is funded through schools’ Pupil Premium funding and costs
around £350 a year per-child.
ACE is delivered by tutors who have been trained in providing support to
potentially vulnerable pupils.
Read the full article here.
Further reading: The dos and don’ts of tutoring: For some tutoring tips from the
TKAT ACE tutors and programme leads, see SecEd’s previous article –
Tutoring: Dos and don’ts (2022).

Digital Matters: Free online safety
learning materials for KS2 teachers

Aimed at KS2 (yr 5&6), the free interactive resources
follow the UKCIS Education for a Connected World
framework and aligns to the English curriculum.
It aims to help teachers teach media literacy and online
safety through digital devices, but with the flexibly to teach
offline where necessary - with printable materials and
companion guides.
This has been developed together with teachers and to
ensure the highest quality and we are working with PSHE
Association to fully accredit all lessons (the Privacy &
Security module has already been quality assured).

Download the Support Pack here!
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Secondary Spotlight

Coming up this half term
Tracey Campbell's series Defining and Embedding
Inclusive Behaviour Management Practice has
been fantastic. There's one more session to come this
academic year, focussing on Year 6 Transition on 23
June, book your spot here.
Have you missed out? We have every session
available to watch back on demand - get in touch and
we can share the recordings with you and your team.

Don't forget we have John Tomsett and Johnny
Utterly hosting a HEP Middle Leader Conference on
4 July 2022. A Day of Curriculum, Teaching and
Ethical Leadership, tickets are only £50 with the day
running from 9.30am - 3.30pm. Get your ticket here.
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Equity & Inclusion | Working with a Team of Additional
Adults | 25 May 2022 9.30am - 12.30pm
Tracey Campbell | Session 8 - Year 6 Transition,
Understanding the Primary Experience | 23 June 2022
4pm - 5.30pm
Subject Network | Geography with Kirsty Holder | 23 June
2022 4pm - 5pm
Curriculum | PE and Sport Premium Plan Compliance with
Kim Henderson and Jan Hickman | 28 June 2022 4pm - 5pm

Safeguarding | New to DSL with Ann Marie Christian | 4 & 5
July 2022
Safeguarding | DSL Refresher with Ann Marie Christian | 5
July 2022 9am - 4pm
Science | Secondary Post-holders Network Meeting | 13
July 2022 1pm - 4pm

HEP CPD

Summer 2

When you're back:
WALKTHRUs Day with Tom Sherrington, Nat Hussein and Matt
Stone | 8 June 2022 9am - 4pm
Creative Composition Workshop with Haringey Music Service
| 22 June 2022 1pm - 4pm
PE and Sport Premium Plan Compliance with Kim Henderson
and Jan Hickman | 28 June 2022 4pm - 5pm
HEP Middle Leader Conference with John Tomsett and Johnny
Utterly | 4 July 2022 9.30am - 3.30pm

As always, if you have any questions, don't hesitate to get in touch.

WALKTHRUs Day with Tom Sherrington, Nat Hussein and Matt Stone | 8 June 2022
9am - 4pm
Creative Composition Workshop w/ Haringey Music Service | 22 June 2022 1-4pm
Tracey Campbell | Session 8 - Year 6 Transition, Understanding the Primary
Experience | 23 June 2022 4pm - 5.30pm
Subject Network | Geography with Kirsty Holder | 23 June 2022 4pm - 5pm
Curriculum | PE and Sport Premium Plan Compliance with Kim Henderson and Jan
Hickman | 28 June 2022 4pm - 5pm
HEP Middle Leader Conference
with John Tomsett and Johnny Utterly | 4
July 2022 9.30am - 3.30pm
Safeguarding | New to DSL with Ann
Marie Christian | 4 & 5 July 2022
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Safeguarding | DSL Refresher with Ann
Marie Christian | 5 July 2022 9am - 4pm

Early years home learning

Another fab five from the Early Years Team

“I love to draw faces. Each
face to me, tells an intriguing
story regardless of age,
gender, race or background.”
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Kelvin Okafor is a British artist
who specialises in pencil
portraits. His work is often
mistaken for photographs due
to their detail and likeness to
reality. In 2017 he became the
first black artist to be
permanently exhibited in the
House of Commons with his
pencil portrait of Bernie Grant.

HEP is…..
watching...
'How can teacher training solve the staff retention crisis?' a Tes webinar.
Tes editor Jon Severs speaks to a panel of ITT experts to look at how improved teacher training can help tackle the
retention crisis in schools.
According to DfE pupil projections, numbers in the classroom are set to grow by 20% over the next decade. However,
the number of new entrants to the teaching profession has dropped by 23% since the spike of 2020, and a record
number are leaving after just one year.

Watch the discussion here

reading...
'Reading Well: exploring the link between children's wellbeing and when, how and why they read' ImpactEd's
Spring Report 2.
This report explores the link between reading and wellbeing, and offers practical recommendations for schools as you
endeavour to support pupils' learning and mental health.
"Pupils who have high confidence in and enjoyment of reading tend to have higher wellbeing and lower anxiety levels
that their peers."
Read the report in full here

listening to...
Valerie Hannon interviewed on The Learning Future.
This episode asks, how do we define success, and what kind of new school do we need for the learning future?
In true Valerie style, by the end of the podcast you will be interrogating what education is for and how we can create a
new definition of success to enable our society and our planet to thrive.
Listen to the podcast in full here
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HEP Booking Hub

HEP has consolidated all CPD and events into
the HEP Booking Hub!
On the main HEP webpage, look for this link
or select any ‘buy CPD’ options from the
‘Professional Development’ drop-down menu!
This will make booking much easier, as you
are now able to view Early Years, SEND, and
HEP CPD calendars all in one place, and you
can use the same username and password as
before!
You can also order HEP Curriculum booklets
on the booking hub!
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Start Booking
Now!

The Brief and HEP’s blog

Listen and follow via your
favourite podcast platform
Apple
Spotify
Or via the HEP website
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Read the new HEP blog –
the voice of our schools
If you want to contribute to
the blog, please get in touch
with Maya Cardwell

Thank you
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